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UNLEASH MULTILINGUAL POWER
WITH MOXWAVE

MoxWave is your gateway to seamless translations in over 80 languages. This unified
cloud-based API empowers businesses to break language barriers, connect with global

audiences, and expand their horizons.

MoxWave has been designed keeping the various needs of complex businesses in mind.
That's why, based on your command, through a single API, MoxWave can deliver machine

translations, human-verified translations, and even transliterations. It also supports an
impressive terminology feature that allows you added control over your translations.

At the core of MoxWave, is a context-sensitive technology that improves the translation
quality with time. Its flexible design seamlessly integrates with all types of web and

mobile applications, from any platform or programming language.

Here are some live examples of localized experiences powered by MoxWave:
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Click to view: Vodafone Idea’s Customer Care Chatbot Vi, interacting in Hindi &
Hinglish

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tFsG0Tz7_1k&list=PLpAzg95JLByIMlq8j92eM89l8376KO5M9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tFsG0Tz7_1k&list=PLpAzg95JLByIMlq8j92eM89l8376KO5M9
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Flipkart and Paytm’s
mobile apps are

currently live in 12
Indian languages,

with human-verified
translations from

MoxWave

5Paisa’s website translated in 7 Indian languages through MoxWave’s automated
translations

https://www.5paisa.com/
https://www.5paisa.com/


WHY CHOOSE MOXWAVE?
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MANUAL TRANSLATION PROCESSES 
ARE BROKEN

LARGE SCALE API SERVICES PROVIDE
LIMITED SUPPORT

 Slow process
that wastes

precious time

Manual effort
required by Dev &
PMs at every step 

Unscalable
process putting
large projects at

risk

Expensive &
error-prone,  

impacting ROI of
project

No dedicated
customer support

to handle
integration &

issues

No control on
output for

customizations,
special changes

Lack of control
increases costs of
adding quality to

MT output 



THE MOXWAVE ADVANTAGE
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Callback API to incorporate custom responses
Endpoint choices to suit your needs
Customizable pre and post-processing 
Terminology options for added quality control

HTTPS protocols
IP whitelisting
VAPT-certified service
Customer-specific security keys for tailored measures

Robust cloud-based architecture for speed, scale, & security
Flexible data handling
Versatile API compatibility, for effortless & comprehensive access

Seamless web API for effortless integrations
Cloud hosting over world-class infrastructure
Exceptional scalability to grow & shrink as per need
24/7 availability for round-the-clock support

Choice between Machine & Human translation
Choice between Translation & Transliteration
Context-sensitive translations
Machine learning for improvements with time

Online dashboards to analyze usage patterns
Log reports for monitoring
SLA reports for custom responses
Translation memory for cost optimization



SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
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MoxWave uses JSON as the format for data exchanges.

MoxWave is a restful API web service which is used to convert content between
different languages using a calling sequence with multiple fields. It has the
provision for requesting instant automated translations, or human verified
translations, which are delivered using a Callback API, that needs to be

published at the requestor’s end.

As part of the calling sequence, a requestor can also indicate a priority for
each translation request. All translations successfully delivered to a client can

optionally be stored in their translation memory for reuse. The API also supports
the setup of a custom terminology for each user, based on their branding &

content requirements. This ensures quality and consistency in the translations. 
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LANGUAGES SUPPORTED
Arabic
Assamese
Azerbaijani
Bahasa (Indonesia)
Bangladeshi
Belarusian
Bengali
Bodo
Burmese
Croatian
Czech
Danish
Dari
Dogri
Dutch
Filipino
French
German
Gujarati
Hebrew
Hindi
Hungarian
Icelandic
Italian
Japanese
Javanese
Kannada
Karen
Kashmiri
Kazakh
Khmer

Konkani
Korean
Kyrgyz
Lao
Latin
Lithuanian
Macedonian
Maithili
Malay
Malayalam
Manipuri
Marathi
Nepali
Norwegian
Oriya
Pashto
Persian
Polish
Portuguese
Punjabi
Russian
Sanskrit
Santhali
Simplified Chinese
Sindhi
Sinhalese
Slovenian
Spanish
Swedish
Tagalog
Taiwanese

Tajik
Tamil
Telugu
Thai
Traditional Chinese
Turkish
Ukrainian
Urdu
Urdu (Pakistan)
Uzbek
Vietnamese

       More....
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SAVE TIME

OPTIMAL BALANCE OF 
TIME, COST & QUALITY

Integrate directly in database or via CMS plugin
Eliminate manual intervention in localization processes
Create a centralized workflow for efficiency across
departments 
Maintain alignment to agile development cycles

SAVE COSTS

Save costs on repetitive translations across departments
through centralised translation memories
Achieve better resource efficiencies by eliminating
redundant manual processes
Ensure faster go-to-market at lesser cost

ENHANCE QUALITY

Customize translation quality based on requirement
(Machine vs Human-verified)
Customize SLAs for translation requests, by choosing
between ‘Urgent or Regular’
Implement your custom style guide & terminology
requirements in the API and enhance translation
accuracy based on your unique needs
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CLIENT FEEDBACK

“Process Nine has been excellent in terms of service delivery and support,
and helping us launch our localized products. After using their

comprehensive language solutions & services and impeccable quality
assurance techniques, we are now looking forward to maximize our reach

across India through localization.”

Localization is the need of the hour and we needed a solution that would
give us freedom and flexibility without any pains. After evaluating many
options, we found the best fit with Process9. Their automated platform
made website translation very easy and smooth for us. With next to no

effort, we have added languages on our app and website, and everything
is looking great. We have saved time, effort and money.
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Process9 is Asia’s leading language localization technology company,
specializing in SaaS-based products and solutions for the localization

industry. Their comprehensive suite of solutions covers a wide range of use
cases, including website localization, mobile app localization, automated

translation API, document translation, chatbot localization, video localization,
Indian language voice bots, and Translation Management System.

For more information, please reach out to info@process9.com or visit our
website at www.process9.com.

ABOUT PROCESS9

info@process9.com process9.com youtube.com/@ProcessNine

https://process9.com/
http://youtube.com/@ProcessNine

